Abstract: Count data are used in many fields of practice, especially Poisson distribution as a popular choice for the marginal process distribution. If these counts exhibit serial dependence, a popular approach is to use a Poisson INAR(1) model to describe the autocorrelation structure of process. In this paper, the explicit formulas are proposed to evaluate performance characteristics of Double Moving Average control chart (DMA) for Integer valued autoregressive of serial dependence Poisson process. The characteristics of the control chart are frequently measured as Average Run Length (ARL) which means that the average of observations are taken before a system is signaled to be out-of-control. These proposed explicit formulas of ARL are simple and easy to implement for practitioner. The numerical results show that the DMA chart performs better than others when the magnitudes of shift are moderate and large.
Introduction
Statistical quality control (SQC) is often implemented with processes of counts. Count data occurs in various fields of practice due to the ease of data collection. Among others, application for statistical quality control (counts of nonconformities), to epidemiology (count of cases of a certain disease), or to economy (counts of price change). The marginal distribution of count processes can often be modeled by Poisson distribution, where  denotes the average of the Poisson distribution (Harris [1] ). One particular area where these counts can be useful is in process monitoring to detect shifts of a process from an in-control state to various out-of-control states. Hence, quality loss can be reduced or prevented through corrective actions to put the process back into a normal state. Let t N be a process of count data, which is assumed to be stationary with Poisson distributed marginals in the state of statistical control (Weiβ [2] ). Most prominent are two charts of Shewhart type, namely c chart and u chart, which both monitor the marginal distribution of the process   t N . For a detailed description, consult Montgomery [3] . Often, the c chart has been used to monitor count data. Although originally developed for independent count data which has also been discussed in previous literature. The Shewhart control chart uses only the information in the last sample and ignores information given by the entire data sequence. Thus, the c chart is known to have poor performance when detecting small shift in process mean. In the past few decades, Exponentially Weighted Moving Average control chart (EWMA) was introduced by Robert [4] . It is an effective chart to detect small and moderate shifts. Cumulative Sum control chart (CUSUM) was introduced by Page [5] . It is sensitive to small shifts for process mean. Recently, Moving Average control chart (MA) was proposed (see [3] ). Khoo [6] studied MA charts to monitor the fraction of non-conforming observations and showed that the MA chart was more efficient than the p chart. Later, Michael et.al. [7] proposed the Double Moving Average Control Chart (DMA) when observation are of normal distribution. The numerical results showed that the DMA chart improved average run length of MA chart by using a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Mostly, the count process assumes that the count data
Binomial Thinning
The binomial thinning operator introduced by Steutel and Harn [21] 
is the first result which justifies to replace the scalar multiplication in usual ARMA models by the probabilistic operation of binomial thinning.
Integer Autoregressive Model
The first integer-valued ARMA model, the INAR(1) model was introduced by McKenzie [9] . It is based on a probabilistic operation of binomial thinning. Alzaid and Al-Osh [10] derived a number of important statistical properties of these models, which are the discrete analogue of the usual AR(1) model. The INAR (1) 
The Double Moving Average Control Chart
A double moving average control chart (DMA) was proposed by Michael and Khoo [7] and the explicit formula binomial DMA chart of ARL was presented by Areepong and Sukparungsee [19] . The DMA statistic is defined by 12 11 11 ... ;
. 
where H is a constant to be chosen.
Explicit Formula for Evaluate Average Run Length of Double MovingAverage Control Chart
Proposition I. Explicit formulas of 0 ARL for double moving average control chart. (1 ) 
(1 )
Proposition II. Explicit formulas of ADT for double moving average control chart. 
Proof. The proposition I and II can be analytically derived by central limit theorem as follows.
The average run length values can be derived. Let 
Results
The numerical results for ARL0 and ADT of DMA chart are calculated from Equation (4) Table IV shows the ARL for 0  = 3 of DMA chart considering a change in  , when small shifts, (δ ≤ 0.3), the DMA chart has the best performance with w = 15. For moderate shifts (0.4 ≤ δ ≤ 0.5), the DMA chart has good performance with w = 10. For magnitude of shifts (0.6 ≤ δ ≤ 0.9), the DMA chart has good performance with w = 5. For parameter shift (δ ≤ 1.0), the DMA chart has the performance with w = 4. For parameter shifts (δ ≤ 1.5), the DMA chart has good performance with w = 3. For parameter shifts (δ ≤ 2.0), the DMA chart has good performance with w = 2.    , when small shifts (δ ≤ 0.3), the DMA chart has the best performance with w = 15. For moderate shifts (0.4 ≤ δ ≤ 0.5), the DMA chart has good performance with w = 10. For magnitude of shifts (0.6 ≤ δ ≤ 0.7), the DMA chart has good performance with w = 5. For parameter shift (0.8 ≤ δ ≤ 0.9), the DMA chart has the performance with w = 4. For parameter shifts (δ ≤ 1.0), the DMA chart has good performance with w = 3. For parameter shifts (1.5 ≤ δ ≤ 2.0), the DMA chart has good performance with w = 2. The average run length for DMA chart shows that when the shift increases, the DMA performs better when the value of ( w ) decreases. Therefore, one can see that the proposed formulas for ARL0 and ADT for DMA chart can correctly calculate efficiently. Moreover, this is easy to implement which should also greatly reduce computation times. 
Discussion
The best properties of a DMA chart are memory control charts because of their ability to detect small shifts. Without loss of generality, this chart can be relaxed due to its feasibility with the width of control limit ( w ). The DMA chart performs better as the values of w increases for small shifts, however, the number of observations must be sufficiently large.
Conclusions
The explicit formulas for ARL of DMA for Poisson counting process was derived. The INAR(1) model is a simple but well interpretable model for correlated process of Poisson counts data. The result shows that when a process increases, the performance of DMA will perform better as the value of w decreases for all case studies. Furthermore, these explicit formulas are simple and easy to implement which reduces computation time to less than 1 second.
